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The red maple has fairly begun to blush in some places by the

river. 1 see one, by the canal behind Barrett's Mill, all aglow
against the sun. These first trees that change are most inter-
esting, since they are seen against others still freshly green,

-

such brilliant red on green. I go half a mile out of my way to

examine such a red banner. A single tree becomes the crowning
beauty of some meadowy vale and attracts the attention of the

traveller from afar. At the eleventh hour of the year, some
tree which has stood mute and inglorious in some distant vale
thus proclaims its character as effectually as if it stood by
the highway-side, and leads our thoughts away from the dusty road
into those brave solitudes which it inhabits. The whole tree,
thus ripening in advance of its fellows, attains a singular pre-
eminence. I am thrilled at the sight of it, bearing aloft its

scarlet standard for its regiment of green-clad foresters around.
The forest is the more spirited.

September 25, 1857
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WITH THOREAU ON THE ALLAGASH: A SPIRITUAL JOURNEY

by Richard Wins low

On June 27, 1974, I watched the West Branch of the Penobscot flow

by lazily in front of me . I dipped my hand into the water. For a

long time I had wanted to explore the Allagash River country in north-
ern Maine where Henry David Thoreau had gone over a hundred years be-
fore. His book, The Maine Woods , was one of my favorites. After a

long morning bus ride with a camp group, I finally arrived here. Wes

Herri ck had invited me to join him as a counselor. We were all busy
eating peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, and drinking Cokes. When
we managed to free a hand, we swatted mosquitoes. An early morning
shower had stirred them up. Now at noontime the sun was shining with
the whole month-long trip ahead of us. T was very happy.

Thoreau brought me here as Mark Twain had sent me to the Mississip-
pi, and Jack London had called me up to the Yukon and the Klondike.
There was something in Thoreau ? s descriptions of Maine which made me

feel my life would be incomplete, unfulfilled, if T did not experience
it. In the past I had done the usual Thoreau things, walked to the

cabin-site at Walden Pond, wandered in Concord, and climbed Katahdin,
Wachusett and Monadnock . Earlier in the month I walked from the cel-

larhole of the "Texas House," the Thoreau family home in Concord vil-
lage, to the Walden Pond shrine. I returned, discovering a few short-
cuts. Following the same foot trails, railroad tracks, and streets
that Henry used, I found the hike took a half hour. Thirty minutes
and thirty-two seconds does not make a man a recluse in the woods, or

constitute a kind of Nineteenth Century Outward Bound survival train-
ing exercise in the wilderness. Walden is not isolation, but a place
to think and go swimming.

But perhaps Concord is too much on display, too obvious, evolving
gradually into a local Thoreau industry with all the places marked
with Chamber of Commerce plaques. Even Thoreau' s modest gravestone
in Sleepy Hollow Cemetery is not sacred; a souvenir hunter had pulled
up the "HENRY" marker, and carted it off. The townspeople had to re-

place the original with a specially carved replica. Concord, as much
as I love it, is now a living museum open for an admission fee, not

the unaffected place Thoreau knew.

In Maine you go back spiritually much further. There you can ex-

perience it in the same relatively unchanged way Thoreau did. I real-

ized I could not wait much longer. The news of the proposed Lincoln-
Dickey Dam, a $356 million project, making it the eleventh largest dam
in the world, was constantly being reported in the press. This complex
would control and harness for electrical power the St. John River and

flood the northern part of the Allagash. The energy people are even-
tually going to win this power versus conservation battle; I have lit-

tle influence with a canoe and a paddle against $356 million. So I

had to go now, before it was too late, a feeling of one last time.

During the last few weeks before going up to the Allagash, I

thought increasingly about my own motives. I told a friend, "No one

can enjoy it more than I can." Being in the academic world, I knew I



should probably devote my free summer to professional growth, cranking
out articles, researching and writing about the past events rather than
doing them. Another friend, however, wrote me, "It's a reverse Huck
Finn/Tom Sawyer. Forget the world and do what you want."

In his first "Ktaadn" article, Thoreau begins with a perfunctory
reason about attending to his cousin's lumber business in Bangor.

That excuse written down and out of the way, he immediately describes
his trip to climb Maine's highest mountain. In his two succeeding
articles, "Chesuncook," and "The Allegash and East Branch," he simply
tells you he is going. Thoreau had waited forty years for the Al la-
gash; now that day had come for me. It was time to play hooky.

I could not enjoy these philosophical musings very long. Our party
needed to paddle about five miles to our first camp-site on Lobster
Lake. The mosquitoes encouraged us on. The eyes searched for fallen
logs and overhanging branches from blowdown as we sought to avoid ob-
stacles. As we were using the old-fashioned wooden and canvas type
canoes, still the more practical compared to the new aluminum ones, we
could not afford puncture-holes. There was no time to think about
Thoreau now; we concentrated on more important things.

It was wonderful to be paddling again. With the hot sun on my
bare back and shoulders, I sensed I was going through a ritual of
throwing off a regimented outside world. You once more recreated the
physical man who had been neglected with little exercise during the
winter months. In the next few days, I developed a stamina for it,

sitting in the stern seat, doing automatically the various strokes, a

familiar safe feeling as a cowboy feels comfortable in his saddle.
The arms moved naturally in doing their job.

I could tell you many things about the trip. We paddled probably
over 150 miles, set up at sixteen campsites, had three portages, en-
dured rainy weather, battled, the mosquitoes, black flies, no-seeums,
moose flies, and midges, and saw moose, deer, loons, osprey, and wood
ducks. All that has been previously narrated by many others. The
excellent accounts of Lucius Hubbard, Lew Dietz, Edward Hoagland,
Francois Leydet, and John McPhee, make good reading. Many Allagash
accounts seem to be a How To Do It Yourself account with advice about
portaging, poling, camp cooking, and pitching a tent. Others give
you the exact distances, the lake depths, the species of fish, flora
and fauna information, complete with a few anecdotes about eccentric
State of Maine guides. Modern writers blast away at the logging com-
panies, the bush pilots bringing in sportsmen, the jet planes from
Limestone Air Force Base flying overhead, or the trash the previous
party left at the campsite. I knew all about that. Sometimes I

heard the distant buzzing of the chain-saws in the bush as I awakened
at dawn. But I wasn't on a crusade. During the trip I tried to live
every day for what it might bring, a new adventure, as Thoreau ex-
perienced it.

In The Maine Woods , Thoreau narrates in considerable detail his
exact itinerary which makes it easy to follow when one retraces it
today. His 1846 trip took him to the upper Penobscot and the Mount
Katahdin wilderness. That climb is standard today for the modern
hiker with many trails to follow. Thoreau's second Maine exploration,



a canoe trip in 1853, brought him to the West Branch down to Chesun-
cook Lake on a moose hunt. In 1857, he went on his most ambitious
Maine adventure, which covered the 1853 route, continuing on to Um-
bazookus, Chamberlain, and Eagle Lakes, and then doubling back to
Telos Lake, the East Branch, and on to civilization. A routine trip,
long before Thoreau ever made it, the Indians had used the Allagash
water artery for centuries. Later on white trappers and loggers found
it a superb route. Nowadays outdoorspeople paddle this ancient water-
way. I was going to cover much of the territory Thoreau saw during
his two latter excursions

.

Many Thoreau essayists simply paraphrased or cribbed outright from
The Maine Woods , threw in a few comments, and presented a contrived
story to the reading public. Rather than the lakes and rivers, they
seemed more interested in textual notes, emendations, and their liter-
ary criticisms. The writing didn't have an honesty about it, only an
artificial pose derived from reference books and a comfortable study,
not from the woods and the campfire. You knew they hadn't been up
there

.

Wes Herrick has been there. I couldn't have accompanied a more
knowledgeable man. As the owner/director of Camp Wanderlust, Wes is

the Mark Twain of the Allagash. After his initial reconnaissance in

1928, he. missed the following year, and then has since taken his boys
down the Allagash for the last forty-four years. He knows every camp-
site, boulder, submerged rock, spring, fishing hole, and character
along the way. With nostalgia, he remembers, "Years ago, we had the
place to ourselves. I built the fireplaces, dug out the springs.
We used to catch trophy-size fish. Now those days are over, everyone
is up here now." Back in 1957, Jim Clarkson, a damkeeper at Lock Dam
on Chamberlain Lake, told him, "Wes, once this new road is opened,
the Allagash is gone." Now a well -maintained dirt road, north and
west of Millinocket and Baxter State Park, provides direct access to

Telos Lake. The public comes in, 12,000 strong annually, to use the
Allagash Wilderness Waterway.

Wes is a great teacher. Poling, running rapids, baking doughnuts,
telling tall stories, and enjoying every minute has been his career.
A New Hampshire man, he has been lucky, as "My hobbies have been my
life, playing in a band, doing art work, and running a hunting and
fishing camp."

"Wes?" a boy would stop him. "What's happened?" was the answer. "Have
you ever fallen out of a canoe?" "Only once a day." Greeting some
boys who had just returned from a hike, he asked, "What did you see,

boys?" "A deer." "Did he ask for me?" We never looked upon the trip
as a solumn religious experience, an awesome worship of nature. Al la-

gashing was fun.
For some, the outdoors is perpetual therapy. It isn't. You have

those moments when you wonder how you ever allowed yourself to find your-
self in a desolate area, with the rain, the soaked clothes and boots,
and the mosquitoes. Sometimes you are just plain bored. You feel every
now and then a general depression in the metabolism. Sometimes on a

move day, you throw back your tentflap in the early morning, having
listened to the rain all night, and know in a moment that you shall lay

over for a day.



So many nature writers tell you about a trip into a paradise with
a bright sun everyday, the birds singing in a harmonious tune, every-
one getting along with everyone else, and every meal delicious, piping
hot off the hot coals. You cannot live that way for a solid month
with every moment at a high exhilarating pitch. You accept what has
happened and go about your work. Whatever the difficulties might have
been, you are fishing in a day or two at dusk with the sun in back of
the treetops. And it is all right again.

I never felt so healthy in my life, a ravenous appetite at every
meal, and a sound sleep every night, that is, except when the bugs
were around. As Mark Twain once explained it, "If I felt any health-
ier, I would go and see a doctor." And yet everyday you received a

new cut, a bump on the knee, a barked shin. Once one wound was healed,
another would take its place.

Doing the simplest task felt so good. Chopping wood, patching a

canoe, digging for worms seemed to be the most important, satisfying
thing a person could do. Life is reduced to simplicity. You view
things directly, not through the prism of a religion or a political
philosophy. There are no causes here. If it rains, it does not make
any difference whether you are a Communist, a Zen Buddhist, a vegetar-
ian, or an atheist. The drops have no politics. You get wet. The
Canada jay, or camp robber, steals from the white man, Indian, or
black man alike. The loon cries for all.

One becomes so adapted to the outdoors, living such a physical
life, that even keeping a journal represents a concession to the ortho-
dox world. Soon you sense a complete loss of time. Only the weather,
the next meal, or the distance traveled has meaning. The brain is

alerted for a good campsite, available wood supply, and a clear spring.

The rest is unimportant.
I sense Thoreau's spirit many times on the trip. His book is

translated into trees, rips on the river, and campfires. One morning
we paddle down the West Branch, past a low grass island, to Ragmuff
Stream. Thoreau stopped here on both 1853 and 1857 trips. The stream
flows in from the left, with a whiteness in the distance. I walk through
the spruce grove to Ragmuff Falls. The water spills down over a lip of

dark rocks, to a creamy frothness in a rapids. Here is freedom, the
idea of being oneself. Here is Hemingway^ "a good place to camp." I

take the boys in swimming in the West Branch, a cleaning cold, pene-
trating beyond the pores, where Thoreau himself bathed. You feel as

if you don't need a soak for the rest of your life after that experience.
The next day we canoed into big Chesuncook Lake, the third largest

in Maine. The tail-wind was terrific, with whitecap waves and troughs,
rolling northward. The shore was orange-brown with dri-kri, driftwood
which has been collecting for years, the debris of past storms on the

lake. To the east, just as Thoreau saw it, was the great Katahdin
range, a massive blueness. The Indians worshipped the mountain; I un-

derstood their religion now.
Some days later we landed at Pillsbury Island on Eagle Lake, the

most northerly point Thoreau reached on his final trip. I walked around
the shore of the island, hopping from rock to rock. A popular rendez-
vous point for the Indians, one can still find arrowheads to this day.

I wondered if Thoreau had found any. Rugged hills ring the lake.



We broke camp the next morning. I shouted out roll call to ac-
count for*all the boys. Before six o'clock, we paddled out from
shore. The mist layer had all burned off, yet a pleasant coolness
was still in the air. The sky was blue, the sun shining, and the sur-
face of the lake utterly still. I felt then the perfect moment of
the whole trip. It was one of the finest days which one would want
to live in one's life. I did not talk to anyone about it. Heading
north, always north, I shared the thrill of discovery of the first
Indian travellers, finding all the outlets, inlets, and islands.
Thoreau moved south from here; I was going in the opposite direction.

But up at our next campsite, below a green brow on a western
point of Eagle Lake, I opened up a Forest Service registry box; there
appeared a pencilled entry on the sheet, "Henry David Thoreau, August
9, 1857." It was a little joke of a prankster. Perhaps the offi-
cials tallied this name in their count of the users of the Allagash
Wilderness Waterway. Henry still was voting. I smiled when I saw it.

There on the most beautiful of the Allagash Lakes, I went fish-
ing for togue, or lake trout. These fish live at the bottom of the
eighty-foot depth. One of the boys caught an "out of the past" nine-
pound, laker. I watched him during the ten-minute fight to land it.

Samuel Johnson's famous definition has it, "A fishing-rod is a stick
with a hook at one end and a fool at the other." I just wish John-
son could have joined us for some scrumptious fish chowder the next
evening. Our cook made it with bacon, potatoes, onion, and canned
milk. Perhaps Thoreau and Johnson wouldn't have gotten along if

they might have met in some literary corner of the spirit world.
Henry would say, "Sam can have his London, coffee houses, and fancy
guests. Give me the Allagash, fish chowder, and my Indian guide."

Many people have the impression that Thoreau was an unhappy man,
a black hermit who went into exile at Walden Pond. I thought about
it myself frequently during the trip. Thoreau said he loved it,

living those glorious days on the Allagash. His enthusiasts believe
his Civil Disobedience essay. Why not take Henry for his word in

his Maine writings? Perhaps in a spiritual affinity, I shared the

same emotions he did, doing the same thing at the same places. Once
I wrote in my journal, "I am experiencing the greatest canoe trip in
my life, enjoying it at the moment, not the nostalgia afterwards when
one writes up his rough notes into a polished essay."

On July 26, 1974, all morning long we fought the gravel bars and
submerged boulders, picking out a safe channel. Despite our naviga-
tion, we occasionally were hung up in shallow water. At noon we
arrived at Michaud Farm, and set up camp. By prearrangement a char-

tered bus would come for us the next day. The trip was over. Wes lit

up a victory .cigar and smoked it happily. That evening I took a short
walk alone on the logging road, giving me a chance to think. No one
had been seriously hurt or ill the entire time. I felt relieved.

During the month on the Allagash, I frequently thought about Ten-

zing Norkay's comment after he climbed Mount Everest in 1933. Reflect-

ing about the mountain, he said, "I am grateful." The Allagash will

remain with me for the rest of my life. Henry David Thoreau in his

dying moments, muttered, "Moose. ... Indian." To the last as he was



working on his Maine manuscript, he remembered the Allagash, the place
where you hear the constant roar of the river outside your tent during
the night. There you live and think differently. I am grateful.

Note : Richard Wins low is Assistant Professor of History at Pennsyl-
vania State University who first visited the Lyceum in August, 1973
and left his car here while he hiked from the Texas House cellarhole
to Walden and back. This summer he has been sending us postcards
from Colorado where he has been backpacking into remote areas which
he thinks Thoreau would have enjoyed.

LETTER TO HENRY

In the chapter on SOLITUDE in WALDEN Thoreau had this to say:

"When I return to my house I find that visitors have been there
and left their cards, either a bunch of flowers, or a wreath of
evergreen or a name, in pencil on a yellow walnut leaf or a chip.
They who come rarely to the woods take some little piece of the
forest into their hands to play with by the way, which they leave
either intentionally or accidentally."

Chris Christenson, Lyceum member from Hawaii, asks if the fol-

lowing practice might be replacing the old custom of adding a

stone to Thoreau 's Cairn:

15 Aug 75:

When I strolled along the railroad tracks to Thoreau' s house
site at Walden, I found three youngsters writing messages on large
green leaves and leaving them face up on the fireplace marker at

ground level.

After the kids left, I of course took a few moments to read
their leaves. The best one went something like this:

Dear Henry,

Came by this morning but you were out. It certainly
is a lovely spot. We'll try to stop in again another time.
Good luck with the book!

Love,

Lois



SURFACES! SURFACES!

Central Still , Circle and Sphere in Thoreau's Prose , by Richard
Tuerk (The Hague, The Netherlands, 1975) 104 pp. Paperback

Reviewed by Gerri L. Herrick

Early in this short study the author declares that his purpose
is "to examine the implications" of Thoreau's use of the circle "in
terms of his thought and style of writing. "1 As a frame for his
analysis Richard Tuerk has grouped Thoreau's writings under the fol-

lowing headings: Three Early Essays, A Week . .

.

Walden I, II, and
III, and Later Essays, together with an introductory and a conclud-
ing section. Although the title of this work is inviting, from a

memorable line "...and we are central still", although its scope
and documentation are impressive, and although certain sections
deserve serious critical commentary, the study as a whole lacks a

convincing center of gravity. After the excellent introductory
summary of publications on circle imagery and on Nineteenth Century
creative art, its tone and sense of direction shift uncertainly
until the final chapters.

One obvious flaw in this study is that its basic theme, circu-
larity in Thoreau's writing, is not new. The author acknowledges
his debt .to Charles Anderson whose Magic Circle of Walden^ is

widely known, -even conceding that his own findings differ little
from Anderson's as far as Walden is concerned. However, the early
essays offer a new prospect and from them are drawn examples of
circular objects and motions - the circling snipe overhead, the
summit of Mt. Wachusett, conical shells left by frost, the hills
silhouetted in the horizon, and a symbolical path, all linked to-

gether as proof of the correspondence between "physical and mental
or spiritual worlds," as demonstrated in three essays, "The Ser-
vice," "A Walk to Wachusett," and "A Winter Walk." The theory of
Correspondences is attributed first to Swedenborg, then to Emer-
son. Regardless of origin, such analogies were integral to

Thoreau's purpose in dramatizing his "excursions" which served
(and still serve) as "a source of self-knowledge," to use the"

author's phrase. In the chapter on A Week on the Concord and Mer-

rimack Rivers , he continues the theme of parallel meanings with
the comment that outer and inner explorations lead to visions of

eternity. In fact, circle and winding stair or path patterns
abound in Thoreau's works, often with echoes from the classical
poets, from Dante, or from Oriental folk-lore. Northrop Frye re-

minds us that "to this category (the way or the path) belong geo-

metrical and architectural images : the tower and the winding
stairway of Dante and Yeats... the circle as emblem of eternity,
Vaughan's 'ring of pure and endless light', and so on." 6

Readers who are curious about Thoreau's preference for geo-

metric figures and other "abstract" symbols, especially in the

early years, mentioned in the Introduction, should consult Ethel

Seybold's indispensable volume, Thoreau, the Quest and the Clas-

sics , which contains references to Pythagoras found in Thoreau's

Literary Note-Books, including the following: "Pythagoras...



fixed his intellect in the sublime symphonies of the world, he
alone hearing and understanding... the universal harmony and con-
sonance of the spheres, and the stars that are moved among them."
In his Journal Thoreau compared his own "inspirations'* to the
"cubes of Pythagoras" and at one time called himself a Pythagorean.
As far as his knowledge of mathematical terms is concerned, we know
that Henry Thoreau taught Solid Geometry in 1840-41 at the school
he and his brother had opened in Concord^ and that by 1847 Thoreau
had become a professional surveyor. 10

Numerous levels of meaning, both literal and metaphorical,
some verifiable, some in doubt, appear in the major works of Tho-
reau; critics and interpreters are still debating over them. Of
his method of composition Henry Thoreau himself wrote: "If you are
describing any occurrence. . .make two or more distinct reports at
different times... we commonly make a very partial report at first,
failing to seize the most significant, picturesque, and dramatic
points; we describe only what we have had time to digest and dis-
pose of in our minds, without being conscious that there were other
things more novel and interesting to us, which will not fail to

recur to us.... Even so, we find in Tuerk's study these comments:
"...the essays are really neither personal nor natural history...
he describes a purified and refined landscape that is .. .suffused
with his own equanimity. . .the walk "ostensibly" took place... "12

etc. These judgments bypass or ignore the basic factual observa-
tion of Thoreau and overlook the spontaneous quality of his writ-
ing. They may lead the unwary into metaphorical mayhem as in the

following: "Woven into all of these themes... is the form of the

circle... by which Thoreau creates a harmonious world in which the

reader can always see the face of God shining from the landscape."
Fortunately, these forays occur only in the early chapters of

this work. The author has provided many sound and enlightening
critical comments in the Walden II and Walden III sections, particu-
larly those on "The Ponds" and on "Spring," which realize in part
his stated goals. The work as a whole concentrates largely with
one, or two, dimensions of Thoreau 's prose style, the circular and

the linear, with scant attention paid to the spherical or to depths
and heights. I would call the attention of all would-be critics

and admirers of his writing to this exhortation:
"We cannot write well or truly but what we write with gusto.

The body, the senses, must conspire with the mind. Expression is

the act of the whole man," and "How vain it is to sit down to

write when you have not stood up to live! "14

ENDNOTES
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Note : Gerri L. Herrick, Lyceum staff member, who formerly taught
at Westminster College and at SUNY, will be teaching this fall at

the Habitat Institute for the Environment in Belmont, Mass. Her
course entitled IN SEARCH OF THE WILD is described as follows:
"Seasonal field trips through woodland trails and coastal islands,

followed by seminar discussions, offer a realistic approach to the
teachings of Henry D. Thoreau in his 'search for the wild' as both
an environmental and a personal need. This course will require
reading of selected passages from Thoreau 's JOURNAL, preparing
field-notes based on first-hand observations, and submitting an

original project."

"THE ECHOIC 'YEA'"

Students who seek a relation
Of their "Mes" and "Not-mes" to the "Now"
May look back with unearthly elation
To the transcendent world of the "How"
When at Walden the drummer was dancing,
And his piper was paid and could pass
Over waters where answers were glancing
Through an eyeball transparent as glass.
And the fiddler's roof was the greenery,
And he tuned his strings to a "yea"
While the railroad ran through the beanery;
And almost no one said, "Nay."

Note : We are indebted for the above to Dr. Marilyn Nicoson whose
essay on Christopher Cranch appeared in the December 1974 issue of

the Concord Saunterer.



BEHIND A MASK, THE UNKNOWN THRILLERS OF LOUISA MAY ALCOTT

edited and with an introduction by Madeleine Stern
(Win. Morrow, New York, 1975, 277 pp., $8.95) Reviewed by Jane Langton

Four of the sensational short novels written as potboilers by
Louisa May Alcott in the sixteen years before the publication of
LITTLE WOMEN are reprinted for the first time in this book, with a

scholarly introduction by Madeleine Stern.
They are bad. Very bad.

In Behind A Mask or A Woman's Power ,
two sons of a noble house-

hold, and even Sir John Coventry himself, fall under the spell of a

new governess. There is a spectacular fainting scene in Chapter One.

. . .with a vain attempt to support herself, the singer
slid from her seat and lay before the startled listen-
ers, as white and rigid as if struck with death... Miss
Muir's lips trembled, she sighed, then murmured, ten-
derly, with a pretty Scotch accent, as if wandering in

the past, "Bide wi ' me, Mither, I'm sae sick an sad
here all alone."

This spellbinder appeared in 1866 in a weekly called The Flag of

Our Union, bearing the pseudonym A.M. Barnard. Absurd as it is, it

is better than the second tale in this book, Pauline's Passion and

Punishment , published anonymously four years earlier in a New York

weekly, Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper. Passionate Pauline

spends all her time seeking vengeance upon a former lover who has

deceived her.

A jewel glittered at her feet, leaving the lace rent

to shreds on the indignant bosom that had worn it; the

wreaths of hair that had crowned her with a woman's

most womanly adornment fell disordered upon shoulders

that gleamed the fairer for the scarlet of the pome-

granate flowers (POMEGRANATE flowers? Oh, Cuba! All

this is happening in Cuba!) clinging to the bright

meshes that had imprisoned them an hour ago...

One doesn't know whether to laugh or cry: "...You are too grave

for us, so go your ways, talking wisely of heaven and earth, while we

come after, enjoying both as we gather lichens, chase the goats, and

meet you at the waterfall." Alas, the final encounter at the water-

fall results in -- but more of that later. And there are two more of

these wild romances, The Abbot's Ghost , who suddenly --, and The Mys-

terious Key , which unlocks -- but never mind that now.

In my opinion there are three reasons for the republishing of

these romances. In the first place they were written by an interest-

ing woman, and show her in a new light. Second, they are good for a

laugh. (I hope Madeleine Stern, who bravely argues a case for their

literary quality, will forgive me.) Third, they are representative

of a genre that contains the last dregs of the romantic movement.

10



Coarse and callow in texture, they have only hollow labels and roman-
tic symbols in place of substance, and the most melodramatic gestures
and posturings. The settings are mansions, stately homes and mountain
peaks, the characters English lords and ladies, there are secrets bur-
ied in the tomb, ghosts haunting the portrait gallery, and an awful
lot of dark satanic frowns, flashing eyes, heaving bosoms and clenched
fists. The style is grandiose, with tired gasping adjectives doing
most of the work. Characters must surely possess the nimblest facial
muscles in the history of literature, twitching galvanically to regis-
ter lightning changes of mood, and astonishingly flexible vascular
systems reversing the flow of blood at a moment's notice.

Manuel felt her start, saw her flush and pale, then
her eye lit (her eye? did she have only one eye? I

am truly bothered by this) and the dark expression
he dreaded to see settled on her face as she whis-

pered, like a satanic echo...

It is as though WUTHERING HEIGHTS or THE SCARLET LETTER were re-

cited by a retarded child. But -- here is a boggling question -- do

Heathcliff and Hester Prynne themselves speak naturally? Was Miss
Alcott merely imitating an already florid style, and doing it better
than I give her credit for? Worrying about this, I looked again at

THE SCARLET LETTER, and found plenty of flamboyant passages -- "Thou
has kept the secret of thy paramour. Keep, likewise, mine! .. .Breathe

not, to any human soul, that thou didst ever call me husband! .. .betray

me not!" But of course there is a difference. This is drama, not
melodrama. These rich phrases grow naturally from richly prepared
ground. Hawthorne's dense patterns emerge slowly, and grow in inten-
sity and power, whereas Louisa's foolish stories are merely shallow-
rooted parasites on the body of the contemporary English novel. Each
of her characters is equipped with only one or two attributes . Gerald
is indolent, Lucia is jealous, Bella is idiotic. They are pieces of

clockwork, ticking and jerking. Whenever Louisa turns the key, their
fists will clench and their bosoms heave, but they leave not the faint-

est trace on the reader's memory of any genuine human feeling.
Louisa May Alcott has one gift, however, and it is an important

one. She can tell a story. Bludgeoning the reader on the first page

with some pathetic situation or the promise of some dreadful secret,

she lunges through her narrative, holding our attention in her some-

what clumsy grip, bounding from the parlor where there is a heavy
scene around the piano, to the boudoir where a letter is suddenly
thrust behind a vase, to the great hall where Sir John at last plights
his troth. And in Pauline's Passion she proves she can end with as

much excitement as she begins. She brings this otherwise asinine
story of vengeance to an unexpected conclusion when innocent parties
1 and 2 plunge to their deaths over a cliff to the horror of parties
3 and 4, avenger and avengee. Genuine shudders! Real thrills!
Bravo, Louisa!

It hardly seems possible that the last of these blood and thunder
tales was written only the year before the appearance of LITTLE WOMEN
(volume one 1868) . Louisa May Alcott was capable of turning away
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from these pretentious inanities to examine the household in which
she herself had grown up. The result was a sentimental masterpiece
which is still read with joy by little girls all over the world,
even though it shares many of the flaws of her more sensational
tales. Flaws? in LITTLE WOMEN? What flaws? Well, again she was
writing too fast, too carelessly. The entire two-volume work was
written in four months. There is no subtlety or wit in the lang-
uage, no grace of style.. But perhaps it can be argued that in this
novel the speedy recording of girlish speech was all that was wanted.
What else is wrong with LITTLE WOMEN? I think there is again a ten-
dency for the characters to carry about with them only one or tv.o

attributes, like the heroines of her Gothic tales. Meg is ladylike,
Jo is impetuous and noisy, Beth is quiet and shy, Amy is artistic
and vain. But the sheer length of the novel and the gradual piling-
up of conflict and circumstance soon round out these four famous
young ladies until we feel them to be real. What else? The use of
pathos as a hook: the first words in Chapter One are, "Christmas
won't be Christmas without any presents..." Well, it works, doesn't
it? You read on, don't you? Yes, of course you do. But I do regard
it as cheating in a book that pretends to be a real -life story of
grit and determination in the face of hard times, to pad the edges
and corners of the family's shabby gentility with riches swiped from
those bad anonymous tales about lords and ladies. Item: the March
family is poor and pathetic, but guess what? Kindly Mr. Laurence
lives in the big house next door. Item: they are poor and pathetic,
but guess what? Grumpy Aunt March is rich and dies, leaving every-
thing to Jo. Item: they are poor and pathetic, but guess what?
They have a servant named Hannah WHO DOES ALL THE WORK.

Of course LITTLE WOMEN has at least two priceless ingredients
which are altogether missing in the sensational stories. One is

Miss Alcott's comic sense, only occasionally sicklied with archness
and piety. The other is that priceless character, Jo March, in all
her noisy impetuosity. Even a wincing reader like myself can't help
loving her and feeling glad when she is kissed under that umbrella.

It is fun to see Louisa's attitude toward her own horror tales
recorded on the pages of LITTLE WOMEN. Jo March too writes potboil-
ing stories for a popular sheet, and Miss Alcott describes them as

belonging "to that class of light literature in which the passions
have a holiday, and when the author's invention fails, a grand catas-

trophe clears the stage of one half the dramatis personae, leaving

the other half to exult over their downfall." And Madeleine Stern

reports another remark of Louisa's: "I think my natural ambition is

for the lurid style. I indulge in gorgeous fancies ... (BUT! ) How

should I dare to interfere with the proper grayness of old Concord?
The dear old town has never known a startling hue since the redcoats

were there." This passage is a clue to what must be a general criti-

cism of all her fiction. She was surrounded most of her life with

the truly sensational and revolutionary genius of the transcendental

-

ists, she was smack in the middle of it, but she never understood it.

Concord had only a "proper grayness", Emerson was only "dear Mr.

Emerson, who never imagined a Concord person as walking off a plumb-

line stretched between two pe irly clouds in the empyrean." He was a



landmark of "propriety", nothing more. Thoreau was a kindly older
brother who took her berrying. The bottomless fountain of revela-
tion and discovery and truth at which they drank was unknown to her.
If she had had the wit, she might have tasted this rare wine for
herself. She settled instead for bread and milk. Her loaf is still
good to eat and her milk is still fresh. But they are not wine.

Note : Jane Langton, who lives in Lincoln not far from Walden Pond,
is the author of several books for young people including: The
Diamond in the Window and The Swing in the Summerhouse both pub-
lished by Harper $ Row. In addition, she has written The Transcen-
dental Murder . .Lincoln Press, available from the Lyceum Book Shop at
$2.95 and a real thriller of her own: Dark Nantucket Noon. . .Harper §

Row. 197S

.

POSTSCRIPT I

In a used copy of one of Louisa May Alcott's stories for children,
we found the following review evidently occasioned by the publication
of her LIFE, LETTERS AND JOURNAL, edited by Ednah D. Cheney. The
date is probably 1890. Because the fragment is torn, we have had to
imagine, in some places, what the actual words might have been.
Brackets set off these guesses. We cannot help wondering what the
writer would have thought of: (1) Miss Alcott's thrillers and (2)

of Jane Langton' s review!

"A corrupt youth," says Jean Paul Richter in his beautiful
"Levana," may lay down a noble book, walk up and down the room in pas-
sionate tears and exclaim: 'I will reform,' and keep his word,"
These memoirs of Miss Alcott, says the London News, belong to that
class of healthful books of which Richter is here thinking. It is easy
to imagine some nature warped by selfishness, by egotism, by mean and
narrowing emotions, being startled into consciousness of its own de-

gradation by the nobility and the courage of Miss Alcott's recorded
life, and, in the homely phrase, "Turning over a new leaf," and resolv-

ing and doing better in the future. That sort of simple heroism which
seems to have thriven in the kindly Concord air, and which animates

every page of the teachings of Emerson and the splendid prose of Tho-

reau, breathes its tonic and exhilarating influence over all Miss

Alcott's life, and all her own honest, ingenuous, womanly, and, let

us add in the best sense, manly accounts of it. It would be difficult

to find anywhere the story of a more unselfish, a more sweetly useful

life, governed and guided by more honorable ambitions or more healthy

influences. Miss Alcott's fictions have given honest happiness to

thousands and thousands of children and those fortunate elders who are

still children at heart all over the world; her memoirs may well accom-

plish an even greater task, and act as teacher and counselor, and as

encourager to many a weak or weary spirit struggling against the stars

in their courses. Emerson might well be proud of such a Bettina.

Richter, [whom] we are glad to think she loved so well [in an] age

which has for the hour passed [him by], would have found in her a dis-

ciple after his own heart. Higher praise than this it [would] be hard

to give.
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POSTSCRIPT II

The following double obituary which appeared in a Boston newspaper
on Tuesday, May 6, 1888, suggests in several places why we stilL hear
that "Henry Thoreau never did a day's work in his life" and "sponged
on nice Mr. Emerson". Although the poll tax was the one which Thoreau
refused to pay in his stand against slavery and the war with Mexico,
many of his Concord contemporaries believed that he was against any
tax. Actually, he paid his share of the cost of Concord schools and
Concord roads and the phrase "financially careless" could hardly have
been applied to a less desdrving person.

MISS LOUISA ALCOTT GONE TO THE SILENT MAJORITY

SHE SURVIVED HER ILLUSTRIOUS FATHER BUT A SHORT TIME

Brief History of her Literary Work and Works

The philosophers who travel to Concord, Mass., next summer to

enjoy the discussions at the school of learning in that famed town
will not ask one another for the familiar faces of A. Bronson Alcott
and his daughter, Louisa May Alcott. Last summer, for the first time
for many years, Mr. Alcott, the originator and promoter of the Concord
School of Philosophy, was away from the lectures given there; those
who asked for him were told that he had not been well of late, and had

gone to the city to visit his daughter.
Louisa May Alcott, although one of the most loving of daughters,

never cared much for the philosophizings of the Concord students. She
was too matter-of-fact, and when the doors of the little temple were
thrown open each summer she had a habit of leaving the quiet town and
of making her way to Boston. She seemed to care little for the conver-
sation of those curious pupils, and found it almost impossible to carry
on her labors when they were about. So, although during most of the

summer she made Concord her home, the advent of the philosophers found
her away.

Not so with her father. His face was so constantly seen at the

disputations that everything about the sessions of the school seemed
incomplete when he was absent. These sessions afforded him his yearly
occasion for dwelling upon the ideas he so dearly loved, and to him
any gathering missed was a great loss. The oldest of eight children
and born in Wolcott, Conn., November 29, 1799, he early showed a ten-
dency to dwell apart from the greater portion of the human family. He
spent many of his early years in teaching, and in 1834 opened and
attempted to carry on, in accordance with many of his curious ideas,

a school in the old Masonic Temple at the corner of Tremont Street and
Temple Place. His first trouble arose here through his refusing to

turn away a colored pupil whom he had received, and whom some of the
patrons of the school wished to be removed.

Soon after the closing of the Temple School, Mr. Alcott moved to

Concord, Mass., at the request of Mr. Emerson. There for some years
they lived near one another, communing in perfect union as only such
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spirits can commune, spending the most of their time in discussions
of their beloved theories. His wife, Miss May, the daughter of Sam-
uel J. May of Boston, whom he first met when teaching in Connecticut,
joined with him in his spiritual and political opinions, and together
with Mr. and Mrs. Emerson spent many happy hours together. Mrs. Emer-
son was the only one of the four able to attend, after her usual cus-
tom, the School of Philosophy last summer. Few things could be more
touching than the sight of the contented and beloved lady slowly
entering the little building and making her way to a seat at the
front, which was reserved for her. If she came late they were all

only too glad to be silent until she was seated; if anything obstructed
none of the pupils could clear the way too soon; if a draught began
to be felt, the comfort of none else but her was to be thought of; if
her strength would not allow her to remain during the entire session,
the essayist himself seemed happy to assist her out and down the
stairs. Thus was the last of this quarto who ever entered the walls
of this young institution of philosophy revered. She is the only one

that may enter in body in the years to come, and yet how natural it is

to think that in spirit they shall all linger there.
A. Bronson Alcott made no attempt to be like his fellow beings.

He cared not if he was different from those about him as long as he
succeeded in being true to the principles which dominated his career.
Thoreau and he agreed in many ways

.

Thoreau disliked very much to pay taxes when he had no children
to send to school, and when the fields were preferable to him for paths
to the roads laid out by the town authorities. An old Concord sheriff
tells a pleasing incident about Alcott showing how his ideas harmonized
with those of Thoreau's on these matters.

He had frequently told Mr. Alcott, with whom he was on good terms
of friendship, that unless he paid his taxes an arrest would have to be
made and still the kind old gentleman had nothing but smiles with which
to greet the servant of the law when he made his visits . But the time
came, and on a certain wintry day the sheriff drove down the road in a

sleigh and entering the poor, but quiet home suggested that Mr. Alcott
had better go along with him.

"What for?" asked Mrs. Alcott.
"Because he has paid no taxes," insisted the sheriff.
':'But, Mr. Sheriff," interposed the philosopher, "you wouldn't

arrest Uncle Alcott, would you?"
"And then see these children," said the mother of Louisa, who

was entirely unwilling to believe that the sheriff would do such a

thing; "we have not money enough in the house to buy them a loaf of
bread."

Mr. Alcott, however, took the ride to the jail where the sheriff
was kind enough to give him a supper, after which the turnkey was told
to lock the philosopher up in a certain cell. Nor was he removed un-

til a lady friend and neighbor went to the jail and paid the taxes.

Thoreau is said to have been favored in the same way by a generous
neighbor.

Alcott not only dwelt apart from most of his acquaintances; he
dwelt above them. About him there was a continual sort of a halo,
which, like a penetrating and elevating influence, always made its
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way to the hearts of those with whom he was but a short time in con-
tact. His influence is most plainly seen in the lives of a very few
outside his own family, remarkably in the cases of Emerson and Tho-
reau, Parker and Ripley. Through these, much more than in his writ-
ten work, his character lives almost as plainly inscribed upon the
hearts of men as are the commandments upon the pages of the Holy
Book. His soul lives throughout eternity, realizing to an extent
far greater than he could have anticipated the hopes which he idol-
ized while on earth.

His daughter is better known through her books. The first intima-
tion that there was a field in literature ready for cultivation at
the hand of Louisa May Alcott came to her after the publication of a

sketch in Gleason's Pictorial just before she left her teens. Up to
this time she had been doing what she could to support an almost
helpless family. Sometimes she taught; sometimes she tried to be a

faithful governess, and at other times she sewed. Her hands were
ever ready for whatever came and yet she was far from lacking in
ambition. The curious teachings which she must have received from
her father, and the equally financially careless Thoreau, could not
drive from her practical mind the advisability of making a sensible
use of the faculties with which she had been endowed. And when, for

her first published article, she received what had in many cases pre-
vious she had worked a week to earn, her hopes took a bound. The

Saturday Evening Gazette was not long in realizing that there was

merit in her productions, and in the columns of that sheet many of

her early articles found remunerative room.

It was when the "Rival Prima Donnas" was dramatized and accepted
by the manager of the Boston Theatre that she thought of going upon
the stage. Nothing less than an accident to the manager broke her
plans. For a while sensational stories drove her on, and when she

became weary of writing these she tried novels and brought out

"Moods" and "Flower Fabler." A story offered to James T. Field

about this time received very little encouragement, but the sketches

that came out as a result of her life in a Washington hospital fared

differently. These were originally written to members of her family,

and to their perfect naturalness may be ascribed a certain degree of

their popularity.

"ARROWHEADS FROM THOREAU' S GROUND"

The Lyceum has a new addition to its American Indian display.

Thanks to the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carpenter and their

daughter Susan Ruch, we have been given a collection of 24 Indian

artifacts picked up by Mr. Carpenter's grandfather who attended John

and Henry Thoreau 's Concord Academy and who labelled his treasure box

"Arrowheads from Thoreau 's Ground."
Charles Henry Cummings, who lived both in Cambridge and Brookline,

was sent by his father, after Mrs. Cummings died, to board at Mrs.

Thoreau' s and to become one of the pupils to whom Henry Thoreau intro-

duced the Red Man. As he grew older, instead of disposing of these

Concord mementos, Cummings evidently became more and more aware of
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their significance both as relics of the Indian and as tangible testa-
ments of his association with the Thoreau brothers

.

We are able to pinpoint the date of at least part of the time
Charles Cummings spent in Concord by the following excerpts from let-
ters written by one of his classmates to Dr. Samuel Arthur Jones,
turn of the century Thoreauvian. Professor George Hendrick, head of
the English Department at the University of Illinois (Urbana) has

kindly allowed us to use this material from correspondence which
forms the body of a book which he is currently editing.

In 1891, Horace Hosmer of Concord wrote: "I know that the year
I went to Henry and John was 1840, because I was the only Democrat
in the Academy, all the rest were Whigs." Later, in May of 1892,

Hosmer supplied this information which we quote at length because it

gives an intriguing picture of the Thoreau school:
"The entrance to the school room was on the east side, the teach-

er's desk was on the west, facing the entrance. Gordon Bartlett and
Charles Cummings had desks to the right and left of the entrance . I

was given a seat about midway of the second row on the south side of
the lower room. Geo. F. Hoar had the seat back of me! Alexander and
Andrew Beath, two Cubans, sat to the right of him, and Jesse Harding I

think to the left. Jerome Bacon, Joseph Keyes, Sam'l Burr, Joseph
Brooks the janitor, James and Story Gerrish were on the south side,

but Edward Wood was on the north, or girls side with Helen M. Hosmer,
the Bartlett girls and others, but Martha Hosmer sat on the west end,

to the left of the desk. This is not a complete list. George F. Hoar
was a quiet studious lad of 15, with the fairest skin of any boy in the

school. He had his Latin and Greek tribulations upstairs with others
(that is, with Henry Thoreau, for Horace is describing the classroom of
John Thoreau), but no word or hint came from the upper world to us,

except they seemed to look happier when they returned/'

The points, 4 from the Middle Archaic, 15 from the Late Archaic,
4 from the Early Woodland and 2 from the Late Woodland periods plus
a small drill from the latter, have been identified for the Lyceum
by Shirley Blancke, a doctoral candidate in anthropology specializ-
ing in Northeastern Archeology at Boston University. Mrs. Blancke
received her M.A. at Cambridge where she majored in European Arche-
ology and then came to this country and worked in the African field
at the Natural History Museum in New York City. Moving to Concord,
she transferred her attention to the study of the Northeastern
Indian. She has kindly agreed to arrange an exhibit of the Cummings
Collection for us" and says of the artifacts: "They span the whole
range of time that man lived in the Concord Valley from five or six
thousand years before Christ to the seventeenth century A.D."

We are indeed grateful to the Carpenter family, Mrs. Blancke
and Professor Hendrick for enriching the historical and educational
materials of the Thoreau Lyceum.

A.R.M.
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FRIENDS OF WALDEN PLAN OPEN MEETING

Manfred Friedman, President of the Friends of Walden, has just
announced an open meeting to be held at the Lyceum on Wednesday even-

ing, October 15 at 8:00 . The guest speaker will be Commissioner
Bette Woody of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Manage-
ment. Mrs. Woody, whose background is in Urban Planning, will dis-
cuss the progress of the plans for the future care and use of Walden
Pond. This is a golden opportunity for people who care about the
slopes and the vegetation around Walden and look forward to the day
when wild blackberries and sumac will grow again as they did in
Thoreau's time instead of wire fences and railroad ties. Come and
ask questions

.

In addition to the meeting the Friends have also arranged ah
October Walk to be held on Sunday, October 26. Interested persons
should meet at the parking lot on the Lincoln side of the reserva-
tion at 1:00 p.m. J. Walter Brain, landscape architect and Tho-
reauvian, will lead a walk to Fairhaven Bay. This is a good oppor-
tunity to get acquainted with some of the less well-known Thoreau
landmarks.

FALL LECTURES AT THE LYCEUM

Wednesday, October 29

THOREAU: THE OBSERVING EYE

Albert Bussewitz, Director of the Rocky Knoll Nature Center at Milton,
teacher-naturalist -photographer for the Mass. Audubon Society, will
speak and show appropriate slides concerning Henry Thoreau, l#th

century ecologist.

Wednesday, November 5

Thomas Blanding, one of the editors of the Thoreau Edition and Text-
ual Assistant to the Editor-in-Chief, will read from Thoreau's unfin-
ished works: The Dispersion of Seeds and Wild Fruits, interpolating
his own explanatory and illustrative material.

All lectures begin at 8:00 P.M. Admission: $1.00.

NOTE: The fourth volume of the Writings of Henry D. Thoreau en-
titled: EARLY ESSAYS AND MISCELLANIES will be published in October.
It will number 500 pages and retail for $20.00. Advance orders ac-
cepted by the Lyceum Book Shop.

DATES TO REMEMBER:

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6 and 7 CHRISTMAS GREEN SALE


